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In this article I’d like to draw near the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (the Declaration) and some problems surrounding this significant document. First I deal with the question whether it is a legal or only moral document. Then I examine the content of the Declaration and the kinds of rights that can be found there.

To understand the Declaration, we need to know how, why and when it was created. It was proclaimed in 1948, 10th of December. It is a product of a long-lasting struggle for rights in the “Western world” (recall Magna Charta in 1215 etc.) It was also an reaction on the two world wars, suffrage of millions of people, holocaust, concentration camps. The Declaration was proclaimed by the United Nations with support of the main powers. We should keep on mind that these leading powers were predominantly western, as well as the majority of the members of UN (many states that exist now haven’t existed yet because they were parts of colonies or other states). 
The Declaration is called “the Universal Declaration of Human Rights”, but its universality as well as the concept of human rights itself is questionable. An argument against universality of the  Declaration is that it has a strong western cultural bias. Why? As I’ve mentioned, it’s a continuation of the historical struggle for rights which took place in the Europe (and later in USA & Canada). Consider the following data Renteln: The Development of International Human-Rights Standards (Compendium 1): 
·	all drafts came from the democratic West
·	some nations have abstained when voting (e.g. Eastern European members)
·	the movement towards international human rights was led largely by Americans
·	many meetings of the drafting commission  took place in USA and were strongly influenced by the American NGOs (non-government organisations)

Of course there were also representatives of non-western countries, but they were “pulled” by the Western ones.  If you read the Declaration and concentrate on revealing what presumptions and ideas are hidden behind the text, you can learn much about the Western culture and its implicit believes and presumptions, but little about the others. It’s an old question of relativism - to what extent are values of various cultures different? For example freedom and individuality are traditionally important for us, people from the West, while the Eastern Asian nations are much more collectivist and the welfare of a family is more important then the one of an individual for them. We can ask whether there are at least some common values and we can also question the historical changeability of preferences (the Western nations haven’t always been so individualistic). John Rawls John Ralws: A Theory of Justice  proposes to use a “Veil of Ignorance” - the participants of a discussion are deprived of the information regarding their circumstances (sex, nationality, age, religion, social status, believes etc.). This should lead to ‘impartial’ outcome (he uses the method in a bit different context, but I think it could be applied here as well). We must keep on mind that all participants in a real situation are lead by their political interests (a dictatorship doesn’t like free speech etc.). A problem is that the Western people believe that their values are the best ones, that the other nations only need to be ‘educated’ in the right way to ‘discover’ them. Lot of Western people believe that Arabs, who suppress the rights of women and freedom of religion (as defined by the Western people) are kind of Barbarians. This idea is as well natural as wrong. Visit one of the ‘party ferries’ coming from Sweden to Helsinki, or a Night Club for men or watch TV after 10pm. After that, can you still believe that the Western culture is superior? I’ve some doubts about that. (I don’t want to say that the Arabs are better then Europeans, e.g. Rather I want to express that neither civilization is the best and that for all of us there’s something to learn.) But let’s leave the problem of relativism.

The Declaration is out-of-date. It has been written more then 50 years ago in a particular context and the context has changed. I don’t want to say that we should throw it away or that the right to life should be cancelled . But the world has changed, new problems reveal. The Declaration is a kind of expression of values, which stay, but it’s also an implementation of means to protect these values and the implementation is context-dependent. For instance the right to life is mostly understood as life being ‘inviolable’ but the progress of technology enables us to keep alive something what can hardly be called human or to keep alive suffering people who have no hope for getting better off. Osho Osho: About Fundamental Human Rights, 1986, an Indian sage, says that we should have as well the “right to death”. Why should a person, who has came to the end of his life, who has, for instance, lost all his freedom and now he can’t do anything - even breath - without the help of people and machines, be kept alive against his will? Old rights need to be reconsidered, new ones shall be added. The Declaration also does not mention disabled or homosexual people, because it takes time to realize that there is a problem and that the problem must be solved and in the time of creation of the Declaration these issues haven’t been recognized yet. 

The Declaration as it is, it’s a product of competing influences, a struggle between idealists and realists. The idealist believed in the ideas as brotherhood, dignity of human, equality, justice. They wanted to promote them. The realists (represented by governments) had different motivation. A state is essentially collectivist. The “interest of the state” is a magic formula of many representatives of states. How many people have been murdered and tortured by the name of the state interest! And inviolable rights of citizens are against the interest of state, for they limit the state’s power over citizens. Utilitarianism fits best for a government, but this ethical system is not very friendly to rights (although some try to prove the opposite). Recall the famous Machiavelli’s “purpose excuse means”.
Fortunately there are idealists in governments too and even a king must respect the will of people and an international pressure. So the Declaration has been accepted in the end, but the influence of the ‘realists’ marked it significantly. The language used is vague (so you can find different interpretation of a right; on the other hand the Declaration  is less context-dependent) and ‘soft’. I mean they use ‘shall’ where they could use ‘must’ and “must not”. The governments also rejected to conceive the Declaration as a legally binding document, for them it was rather only a moral document expressing their values, but “leaving the doors open”, because “if it lacked legal force, then there would be no risk in endorsing it” Renteln: The Development of International Human-Rights Standards (Compendium 1). And what sense would have a paper which is accepted by nobody? It had to be made ‘weaker’ to be acceptable. But ‘acceptable’ doesn’t mean ‘desirable’.

Has the Declaration  Legal or Moral Status?
Those who violate the Universal Declaration of human Rights (UDHR) argue that the Declaration is only a moral document while the others, led by political or ideological reasons, argue that it is a legally binding document.
Why is the difference moral - legal so important? Let’s see an example. In the Western society I’ve the moral duty not to have sex with the wife of my best friend, but if I violate it I won’t be punished (or the punishment will be unjustified - e.g. if the former friend shoots me). On the other hand I’ve the legal duty not to steal and if I violate this, I can be imprisoned and nobody can objection the punishment. We could say that in the case of a moral obligation only the agent  is entitled to judge his acts, i.e. the moral norms are somehow ‘inner’ which means that nobody else actually needs to know them, because he is not allowed to use them in any way (if I know that somebody violates his norms all the time, I will not probably trust the person much, but I can’t do anything about it). In the case of a legal obligation the agent is obliged to somebody else (let’s call him B) to follow the obligation and if he doesn’t satisfy it, B is entitled to punish him.
So it’s very important to know what the status of UDHR is - if it’s a legal document, the act aimed to stop violations of the Declaration is justified (recall Kosovo and the question “Should we bomb them or not?”). 

One problem with the Declaration as a legal document is its vagueness. You know what a law looks like. It tries to be as exact as possible to make only one interpretation possible. But the rights in the Declaration may be interpreted in more ways, thanks to the ambiguous formulation, so it’s not so easy to say what is a violation and what is an interpretation. On the other hand we can at least divide acts into two groups: ‘probably conform to the Declaration’ and ‘against the Declaration’ and punish the acts belonging to the second group (instead of one allowed interpretation we have several acceptable interpretations included in the 1st group ).
Another problem is that there’s no international body entitled to check the observance of the Declaration and to punish its violations. It’s nice to have laws but what sense they have if there’s no police? There’s a lawcourt where you can complain but the court can - at maximum - say that you are right (which pleases you, but doesn’t help).
The UN was aware of the problems with the Declaration and that’s why it produced two Covenants (one for civil and political rights, the other for economical etc. rights) intended to be legally binding on signatories. The advantage of the Covenants is their reporting and enforcement procedures.

Regarding the Declaration, one position is that the rights are only expressions of values and they describe an ideal state, something what all of the signatories want. But the real world is not ideal, there are terrorists, psychopaths, fanatics and so on. To protect some values in this world (safety, life) we must suppress another ones (e.g. privacy). Then the problem is to find the most acceptable border between liberties and safety. The Declaration as a legal document isn’t acceptable here because it pushes us to higher liberties at expense of  (for example) safety. The circumstances in a state must be also taken into account. It’s much easier to apply human rights in a stable, prosperous society than in a country under civil war.
The other position I call “Socrates view”.  Socrates said that the worse thing that can happen to somebody is that the person isn’t in accord with himself. Plato: Gorgias Person isn’t in accord with himself if he believes in something but acts contrary to his believes. That’s logical. If I believe something to be good, how I can justify acting in a different way? If we apply this principle to the Declaration, the question whether it is moral or legal document is unsubstantial. The difference between moral and legal as explained above still holds (from the international point of view), but there’s a substantial change on the national level. A state - as well as a person - must be in accord with itself and hence if it accepts the Declaration to be morally binding, it must act in accord with it and so it is forced to transform the principles expressed in the Declaration into its national legal system (It’s similar as if you believe a nuclear war to be coming and you want to protect your family, you build an anti-nuclear shelter). 

The Content
Note: 12 means Article 1 in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights
The Universal Declaration of Human Rights aims to ensure some conditions, which we believe to be necessary for the well-being of people. You don’t find there some rules that are essential to all cultures, e.g. “Don’t steel”. That’s because the Declaration deals with the basic features of a society, it regulates the relationships between a citizen and a society and a citizen and a state. There are more kinds of rights but mostly they deal with a citizen and a state. If  the rights in the Declaration are accepted, it helps to build the model of society which we believe to be ideal, the society supporting cultural diversity and tolerance, the society facilitating free development of a person. The Declaration even requires such political and social arrangement, which is favourable to that (e.g. it requires democracy -  see 21). A typical Western cultural feature can be found there - the Declaration promotes individuality and individual welfare against the collective one. It also contains economic and social rights (because “Human rights without economic and social rights have little meaning for most people, particularly on empty bellies” in Renteln (Humprey, 1984, p.2) - e.g. 25) and also cultural rights (e.g. 27: “Everyone has the right freely to participate in the cultural life of community”).
The Declaration is not only a list of rights. There are also statements (16/3: “The family is the natural and fundamental group unit of society”) and it even mentions duties (29/1: “Everyone has duties to the community in which …”).

Rights
The concept of rights is very complex***) Some scholars even doubt about the existence of rights. There are many questions around that, for example: Are there human rights? What is ‘human’? Are there absolute rights? Are rights only the other side of duties or are they something more? See e.g. Waldron, Theories of Rights*) . There are various kinds of rights - liberties, claims, negative rights, absolute rights … . It’s good to be aware of these distinctions, because it helps to understand what a right actually tells. It is not always so easy to decide what a right belongs to, especially because of the vague language of the Declaration. There is much place left for reader’s interpretation. Nevertheless it worths trying. 
The rights may be distinguished according to the duty they imply (if they imply any) - negative ones, which require not to interfere with the right holder in applying his right (e.g. the right to life is a negative one, because it implies that you are not allowed to deprive the right holder of his life), and positive ones, which on the contrary entitle the right holder to ‘get’ something (e.g. 6: “Everyone has the right to recognition everywhere as a person before the law” requires the holder to be recognized as a person, he ‘gets’ the recognition). 
We also distinguish various kinds of ‘rights’**) actually there are more distinctions of rights, but I use here only a simple one) : freedoms or liberties, which could be defined (if I’ve a right to do something, e.g. the right to free speech) as “the absence of any duty not to do so” The Cambridge Dictionary of Philosophy (1995) (I haven’t the duty not to speak as I wish) and claims that, on the contrary, embody a duty for somebody to do something (e.g. 22: “Everyone, as a member of society, has the right to social security…” implies a duty for the society to offer the social security to its members). The difference may be significant. Consider the right to free speech. If it’s understood as a liberty, then it doesn’t mean anything more than that you are allowed to talk as you wish. On the contrary, if it’s interpreted as a claim, then it can imply that the state must ensure such conditions, which make it possible for the citizens to communicate their opinions to the public, e.g. the state arranges unpaid time on the public TV for NGOs.
 It could seem that freedom/claim is the same as negative/positive right, but it is not. The distinction freedom/claim is done with respect to the right holder while the distinction negative/positive right is done with respect to the associated duty for others. Let’s show an example. Imagine two people, A and B, walking on the street. Both of them catch sight of 100$ banknote laying on the road. B is allowed to take it, but A is also allowed to take it and by doing it he prevents B from having the banknote. So both of them can take it, but none has the duty not to interfere with the other one (I suppose that both of them are fair people and follow the unwritten rule that the one who touches it first has the right to keep it). They have the liberty to take it and it’s neither positive nor negative right. In the Declaration we can find both claims and liberties as well as negative and positive rights.
Another important distinction is the one between absolute and prima-facia rights. An absolute right is always valid, it can never be overridden (as I understand it, the right to nationality - 15 - is [ or could by ] an absolute one; I cannot imagine any situation which would require to deprive somebody of his nationality). On the contrary, prima-facia rights may be overridden. An example is the right to life**) Some argue that the right to life is an absolute one, but I guess that most people would agree that it is not.). It’s allowed to shoot a terrorist if it’s necessary to save the lives of passengers of a plane (but it doesn’t mean that it is desirable and a bloodless solution would be preferred). 

Now let’s have a look at the structure of rights. In general, a right has the form “holder H has a right to object O by virtue of an authority A, which implies a duty for D”, for example “By virtue of the law(A), Smith(H) has the right to get 100$ (O) from Newman (D).” 
In the Declaration, who is hidden behind the letters H,D…? Who possesses the rights and who should fulfil them? The answer to the first part is easy. Most of the rights are possessed by all human beings (expressed as “everyone”,”no one”,”all” etc.), and some of them apply to a subset of people - families(16/3), parents(26/2), mothers and children(25/2). The other part is more tricky. Most of the time it is implicit and sometimes it isn’t clear at all (recall that only for positive claims there’s somebody to fulfil them). Sometimes it’s the law (or it’s representatives and creators) who should fulfil a right (e.g. 7:”All are equal before the law …”). Sometimes it’s a state ,e.g. 9: “No one shall be subjected to arbitrary arrest, detention or exile.”, as the state is the only one who can arrest or exile citizens. Sometimes everybody is bound by the right, e.g. the right to life(3). Sometimes the answer is even more difficult. Consider 28:”Everyone is entitled to a social and international order in which the rights and freedoms set forth in this Declaration can be fully realized.”***) Even the authors of the Declaration distinguish here between claims (called rights) and freedoms.  *) Undoubtedly this is not a liberty, for it doesn’t entitle the holder to an action. It entitles him to ‘get’ something, to get the opportunity to live in a specific kind of society, but it’s behind his power to build it. So who should do it for him? I don’t know. May be the right expresses the wish that states should cooperate in creating social conditions suitable for full realization of the rights mentioned in the Declaration****) I think that the international cooperation could imply e.g. more just distribution of wealth on the international level (rich countries shall help the poor ones to improve their situation)**) . 

Conclusion
The Declaration is not perfect. There are many questions, doubts and disputes around it. But in spite of these problems it is an important milestone on the way to a civilized society. Yes, we are not civilized yet. Although we tend to believe in something else, the civilization remains a distant aim. Recall the history of 20th century. Two world wars, the Cold War, Vietnam, Kosovo … Are they products of a civilized society? No.
The ambiguous status and vague language of the Declaration don’t prevent it from being a good basis for further international standards of human rights.
We must be aware of one thing. Although it seems to be the other way round, the Declaration doesn’t describe what rights we have. It states what rights we should have. What rights can we rightfully demand. We, ordinary citizens, are responsible for the full realization of the rights guarantied by the Declaration. 
We have to hope that the Universal Declaration of Human Rights won’t stay a “solitary shout in a darkness”, discarded by those who admire Orwell’s 1984 or undermined by the bombs of terrorists, but it will became a start of a real international (and inter-cultural) movement for human rights.
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